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Aviation industry
is supporting
economic growth
and development
in Africa
As a proud member of the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA), we are delighted that the 69th
IATA Annual General Meeting and
World Air Transport Summit will be
held in Cape Town, from 2nd to 4th
June 2013. The last AGM held in Africa
was in Nairobi in 1991.
The AGM is a significant industry
forum that attracts international
leaders from the aviation sector.
Critical industry factors such as safety,
costs, fuel, environmental awareness
and the financial sustainability of
airlines will be discussed at this forum.
In Africa, aviation is a key catalyst
for economic growth and social
change. According to IATA, air travel
is responsible for 6.7 million African
jobs and contributes almost
$68 billion to the African GDP. In
South Africa, the numbers translate to
a contribution of R74 billion towards
the national GDP as well as over
350,000 jobs. Thus, the industry plays
a key role in job creation, as well as
the continent’s economic growth and
regional integration.
Air travel also contributes
positively to both direct and indirect
jobs within the aviation industry as
well as other sectors such as tourism.
This convergence of goods and
people bolsters intra-Africa business;
creates market opportunities and
regional collaboration, and provides
opportunities that might have not
existed before.

Moreover, in Africa, air travel is
often a safer and more reliable mode
of transport than road transportation.
A member of the International
Operational Safety Audit (IOSA), SA
Express is committed to adhering
to aviation safety within Africa. By
supporting growth and development
in the aviation industry, we are
contributing towards mobility within
the continent, while providing an
alternative mode of transport for
landlocked African countries.
Oxford Economics has estimated
a 5% per annum increase in aviation’s
direct contribution to the African
GDP over the next 20 years, which
will result in the creation of about
66,000 jobs across the continent
by 2030. So there is huge potential
for African countries to drive
economic growth through aviation by
improving infrastructure and regional
collaboration, as well as by making
safety a priority.
I am confident that as leaders
in the aviation sector, we will share
best practices at the IATA AGM and
engage in robust discussions that will
continue to connect people regionally
and internationally.

Inati
Inati Ntshanga
CEO
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EVENTS | NORTH
7 JUNE

Wine, Wine, Glorious Wine
SANDTON CONVENTION CENTRE, JOHANNESBURG
The Old Mutual Trophy Wine Show 2013 public tasting will showcase all the wines
that achieved Trophy, Gold and Silver medals at this year’s judging held in May. Now
in its 12 th year, the competition is widely considered the country’s most revered wine
selection process and attracts more than 1,000 wines annually. With 38 categories
covering a wide range of varieties and wine styles, wine lovers can expect to sample
the industry’s best wines. Tickets are available from Computicket.

//WWW.TROPHYWINESHOW.CO.ZA
15 – 16 JUNE

Legends of Rock
SUN CITY SUPERBOWL
A feast of musical mayhem awaits rock fans when Kings of Chaos erupts onto South African stages in June. Eight original musicians
from various iconic international rock bands will show off their musical mastery in this one “Super Group”. They include: Guns N’ Roses
musicians Slash and Gilby Clarke; Joe Elliot and Vivian Campbell from Def Leppard; Glenn Hughes from Deep Purple; Sebastian Bach
from Skid Row; and Ed Roland from Collective Soul. Tickets are available from Computicket.

// WWW.COMPUTICKET.COM

9 – 23 JUNE

For Those Who Heart Art

28 – 30 JUNE

KIEVITS KROON COUNTRY
ESTATE, PRETORIA

Tutus and Talent

In June, Kievits Kroon Country Estate

Six principal dancers from the National

will be hosting an art exhibition

Ballet of Cuba will be joined by dancers

in collaboration with two Pretoria

from the Shanghai Ballet, the Stuttgart

art galleries, Platform on 18 th and

Ballet and the Washington Ballet to pay

Front Room Art. “Getting There”

homage to legendary Cuban prima ballerina

will feature the works of seven local

and choreographer Alicia Alonso. Alonso

artists, including Lance Friedlande,

is famous for her portrayal of Giselle, as

Wayne Vivier, Ronel Kellerman,

well as the fact that from the age of 19 she

Talitha Els, Katlego Modiri and Malose

ZDVDIµLFWHGZLWKDQH\HGHIHFWEXWVWLOO

Pete. The exhibition is open to the

continued to dance despite being partially

public and children 14 years and older

blind. Tickets are available from

are welcome on the estate.

//WWW.COMPUTICKET.COM.

//WWW.KIEVITSKROON.CO.ZA
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EVENTS | SOUTH
6 – 9 JUNE

Wacky Weekend Fun
ROBERTSON
With 48 wineries showcasing their wines and plenty of fun activities to
entertain festival goers, the Wacky Wine Weekend is a must-do on the Western
Cape’s annual social calendar. The event will include four festive days, each
boasting its own unique signature wine theme, from “Seriously Wine Thursday”
and “Wine Up Friday”, to “Full on Wacky Saturday” and “Wine Down Sunday”.
Festival passports can be purchased from the participating wineries.

//WWW.WACKYWINEWEEKEND.COM
14 –16 JUNE

Spoons and Spatulas at
the Ready
FRANSCHHOEK
Visitors can once again look forward to
reawakening their taste sensations as
the Franschhoek Wine Valley prepares
for its annual Cook Franschhoek
Festival. Festival-goers can visit a

27 JUNE

number of interactive demonstration

',#'0',%5'2&'w#0#,!#

kitchens that will be presented by some

DURBANVILLE HILLS WINE, CAPE TOWN

of the Valley’s highly acclaimed chefs
and winemakers, where they can master
everything from bread making and
charcuterie to handmade chocolates.
Bookings can be made via

//WWW.WEBTICKETS.CO.ZA.
//WWW.COOKFRANSCHHOEK.CO.ZA

Join Durbanville Hills’ white wine maker, Gunther Kellerman, on 27th June for a fun evening of
unconventional food and wine pairings. During the evening, Gunther will demonstrate just how
well convenience foods, such as peanut butter and jam sandwiches, good old pepper steak
pie, salted chips and popcorn, pair with award-winning wines. A choice of two soups and fresh
bread will be served after the tasting followed by coffee and biscotti. All guests will also receive
a goody bag to take home with them. Email sibrown@durbanvillehills.co.za for reservations.

18 & 23 JULY

Shark Bait
ONE & ONLY, CAPE TOWN
During the winter months, the One
& Only will be hosting a series of
fascinating talks by well-known South
African adventurers and experts,
followed by a buffet dinner at Reuben’s
restaurant. On 18th July, shark expert
Chris Fallows (www.apexpredators.com)
will give some insight into the behaviour
of a pack of orca which has been seen
hunting in False Bay in recent years;
while on 23rd July he will discuss False
Bay’s legendary Great White sharks.
Contact Restaurant.reservations@
oneandonlycapetown.com
for reservations.
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EVENTS | IN BETWEEN
7 & 9 JUNE

Surf’s Up
NEW PIER, DURBAN
The Durban Surf Carnival has a feast of cool events for water
sport lovers and competitors alike, including the KZN Longboard
&KDPSLRQVKLSVWKH6RXWK$IULFDQ6836XU´QJ&KDPSLRQVKLSV
DVZHOODVDQDOOQHZ)RUJRWWHQ6RXO5HWUR6XU´QJ'LYLVLRQWKDW
ZLOOVHHVXUIHUVULGLQJVLQJOH´QVXE«VXUIERDUGV$YLGVXUI
photographers can look forward to the SNAP Photographic
Competition, while beginners can expect to stand and surf before
the weekend is over with the Mad Dog Surf School Free Learn to
Surf clinic.

//WWW.DURBANSURFCARNIVAL.BLOGSPOT.COM
28 – 30 JUNE

Wine Time
BOARDWALK CONVENTION
CENTRE, PORT ELIZABETH
The Wine Show Nelson Mandela Bay will once
again give PE wine fans the opportunity to
sample wines from a variety of sought-after
South African estates. Free Wine Extra Theatre
sessions throughout the weekend offer visitors a
chance to take part in tutored tastings and are a
perfect example of The Wine Show’s principle of
edutainment. Combined with colourful stands,
PRXWKZDWHULQJIRRGDQG6RXWK$IULFDV´QHVW
wineries – such as Blaauwklippen Vineyards,
Morgenster Estate, Gabrielskloof and Simonsig
– this is an event not to be missed. Tickets are
available from Computicket or at the door.

//WWW.WINESHOW.CO.ZA
28 JUNE – 7 JULY

Where the Heart is
DURBAN EXHIBITION
CENTRE, DURBAN
A Durban calendar favourite, this year’s
East Coast Radio House & Garden Show
is all about “Enjoying your Home”. With
more than 300 exhibitors under one roof,
visitors can look forward to beautiful
garden and home decor displays, as well
as cutting-edge kitchen installations.
There are also fantastic prizes to be won,
LQFOXGLQJDIXOO\´WWHGNLWFKHQWRWKHYDOXH
of over R100,000 from Kitchen Studio

//WWW.HOUSEGARDENSHOW.CO.ZA
16
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Worth its Weight in
n Gold
The South African Gold Coin Exchange (SAGCE) and The Scoin Shop
p have
ts of
recently unveiled The Mandela Presidential Medallion Set. The set consists
WKUHHJROGPHGDOOLRQVFRPPHPRUDWLQJWKH´UVWGHPRFUDWLFHOHFWLRQLQ6RXWK
XWK
Africa, Nelson Mandela’s inauguration and Mandela’s presidency. The set
et
is presented in an intricately carved wooden box featuring a gold-plated
d
plaque. Each set is accompanied by a copy of Nelson Mandela’s inauguration
n
speech as well as a replica of the original 1994 ballot paper signed by Nelson
n
Mandela, FW de Klerk and Thabo Mbeki, making the set one
e
of great historical value. The set retails for R42,000. Visit
sit

//WWW.SAGOLDCOIN.CO.ZA

for more information.

History on Display
Due to popular demand, Lanzerac
ac Wine Estate (which boasts a rich heritage dating
back to 1692) will continue to host its historic estate tours for the remainder of
2013. After enjoying a glass of Rosé on arrival, the tour commences in the Pionier
Room with a tasting of the Mrs English, a reserve Chardonnay. This wine is a tribute
to Mrs English who purchased the farm in 1914. The tour continues to the Red
Maturation Cellar to sample Pinotage, and then to the Chardonnay Maturation Cellar,
where winemaker Wynand Lategan will host a barrel tasting of the Chardonnay.
The tour ends with a delicious food and wine pairing in the restaurant. Email

//WINESALES@LANZERAC.CO.ZA for bookings.

A Handbag Staple
7KH7UDYDOR5H´OODEOH3HUIXPH$WRPLVHU
Spray allows you to travel with your
favourite scent and not worry about
breaking

your

expensive

perfume

bottle. Approved for carry-on luggage,
the Travalo is shatterproof, lightweight
and can hold up to 65 sprays of perfume.
Travalo retails for R199 and is available
from Stuttafords stores nationwide.
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BITS & PIECES
Buddy Up
Keeping up with your exercise routine while travelling is no easy feat, which
is why Cape Town’s Twelve Apostles Hotel and Spa recently launched its
Sports Buddy programme. Employees have their gym kit on standby at
the hotel, ready to be a guest’s “sports buddy” for a few hours. Guests
may choose from several complimentary Sports Buddy activities, such as
cycling to Chapman’s Peak, hiking in the Twelve Apostles mountain range,
or going for a run along Victoria Road. At an additional charge, guests can
also challenge their sports buddy to a game of squash or a round of golf.
For more information, email concierge@12apostles.co.za.

Nature’s Bounty
La Motte Wine Estate has recently expanded its product offering to include Arômes de La Motte, a range of
luxurious body products. Made from fynbos grown organically on the estate, the Arômes de La Motte range
includes a hand and body lotion, hand wash, shower
and bath gel and a massage wax candle. The products
share the attributes of the essential oils from which
they are made, such as the anti-septic properties of buchu, the calming and anti-bacterial properties of Cape
&KDPRPLOH DQG WKH DQWLLQµDPPDWRU\ SURSHUWLHV RI
Geranium. The Arômes de La Motte body products are
available from the estate.

//WWW.LA-MOTTE.COM

South African Style
Fabiani’s 2013 Autumn/Winter collection takes
LWV LQVSLUDWLRQ IURP FODVVLF +ROO\ZRRG ´OPV DQG
brings a relaxed style to the discerning South
African gentleman. Impeccably designed and
tailored, each piece has a key place in the styleconscious man’s wardrobe. Suits are made from
top Italian fabrics and meticulously tailored to
DFKLHYH WKH PRVW µDWWHULQJ ´W ZKLOH WKH FDVXDO
wear

collection

contains

Fabiani

Premium

Denim and polos, which were inspired by
famous Italian ski destinations. The collection is
characterised by shades of blue accompanied
by warm burgundies, forest greens and muted
tones of beige and grey. Fabiani stores can be
found in Sandton City and the V&A Waterfront.

//WWW.FABIANI.CO.ZA
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BITES
DECADENT DINING
This winter, the Mount Grace Country House & Spa in Magaliesberg invites you to relax in their beautiful rural surroundings over good food and great
wine with their annual Gourmet Calendar Weekends. Executive Chef Vasti Wilson has compiled a series of dinners showcasing some of South Africa’s
´QHVWZLQHVSDLUHGZLWKKLVXQLTXHFRXQWU\VW\OHFXLVLQH2Qth June, one of South Africa’s leading proponents of biodynamic wine farming, Johnathan
Grieve from Avondale, will explain his philosophy while guests sample his award-winning wines. On 26th July, Andrew Gunn from Iona Vineyards will be
hosting the dinner. Iona is one of the highest vineyards in Africa, producing grapes that hang on the vines for longer than normal in order to create great
complexity in the wine. The Gourmet Evenings are priced at R450 per person. Visit //WWW.MOUNTGRACE.CO.ZA for more information.

AT THE CHEF’S TABLE
Until 30th September, Grande Provence Heritage Wine Estate in Franschhoek
will showcase its 2013 Winter Chef’s Table created by renowned Executive Chef,
Darren Badenhorst. Guests can enjoy delicious private three-course lunches or
dinners in The Jonkershuis for just R275 per person excluding drinks and gratuity.
A minimum of eight people may be booked and guests are able to choose, upon
booking, which of the two options per course they would prefer from the a la carte
menu. A new tailored menu will then be presented on the day. Advanced
bookings are essential. Email reservations@grandeprovence.co.za
for reservations and more information.

HEARTY WINTER FARE
Back by popular demand, Cape Town’s Constantia Glen
Wine Estate will once again be dishing up delicious
homemade soups served with freshly baked bread this
winter. Available in single servings or as a trio of smaller
soups, visitors can tuck into hearty beef goulash, French
onion, or honey-roasted butternut and sage soup. Each
soup is perfectly paired with a Constantia Glen wine and
can be enjoyed with mouth-watering platters of cheese
and charcuterie, while enjoying the estate’s lovely views.
The winter soups and wine pairings are available until the
end of August. Visit

//WWW.CONSTANTIAGLEN.COM

for

more information.

GRAPES AND COFFEE BEANS
De Krans Espresso is prepared using two main port varietals, Touriga Naçional and Tinta Barocca and boasts
a deep ruby red colour with pleasant aromas of freshly ground coffee and dark berry fruit. The perfect winter
warmer, De Krans Espresso is available nationwide.

22
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Oceans Alive?
THE STATE OF THE WORLD’S OCEANS
TEX T: LE SLE Y ST ONE S
I MA GE S © IST OCKPHO T O.COM

When you stand on a beach gazing out over the endless ocean, you don’t
imagine that something as fleeting and insignificant as a single human being
could have an impact on it. But seven billion humans could, and our destructive
behaviour means that all is far from well beneath that gently rolling surface.

24
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We have already wiped out many marine species
through over-fishing or pollution, to a point where the
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has warned that “the
largest living space on Earth is fast deteriorating”.
Oceans cover about 70% of our planet, but only
0.6% of them are designated as Marine Protected
Areas (MPAs), which shelter endangered species, allow
depleted fish populations to recover, and preserve coral
reefs from harmful fishing practices.

Watery Waste Dumps
Litter in the oceans includes shipwrecks and
containers that fall off ships, rubbish dumped in rivers
that flow into the sea, sewage, and rubbish we leave
behind on beaches.
Plastic and other materials take decades to degrade
and ocean currents turn them into giant floating
rubbish dumps. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is the
most notorious, and is estimated to extend anywhere

from 700,000 km² to more than 15 million km²,
covering 8% of the Pacific. Like an iceberg, the majority
of it floats under the surface, distributing chemicals,
breaking coral and harming marine creatures.
Agriculture also pollutes the oceans as nitrogen and
phosphorus leach into the water and fuel the excessive
growth of plankton and algae, including some that
produce deadly toxins. These are known as red or
brown tides, and can kill the fish or mammals that eat
them. When the algae decomposes it attracts oxygendepleting bacteria, causing oxygen-poor “dead zones”
where fish are unable to live. Enormous swathes
off the Gulf of Mexico and the Baltic Sea have been
identified as dead zones.
Oil spills can also cause huge damage, but what
is surprising is that the US National Research
Council says spills account for only 12% of oil
entering the sea each year, with most coming as runoff from cities and factories.

Indwe
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The WWF believes that almost every marine
organism in our oceans – from plankton to whales
and polar bears – is contaminated with man-made
chemicals. These accumulate to become more
concentrated in their bodies than in the water, and
work up the food chain. Seals can have contamination
levels millions of times higher than the water,
while polar bears, which feed on seals, can have
contamination levels three billion times higher than
their environment.

Overfishing
Catching more fish than the breeding population
can replace has pushed many fish stocks to the threat
of extinction, including bluefin tuna and
Maui dolphin.
Today’s worldwide fishing fleet is more than
double the capacity required to catch what we actually
need, and this is exacerbated by illegal fishing, which
accounts for about 20% of the catch. Unsustainable
fishing is the largest threat to ocean life, with two-thirds
of fishing areas over-depleted.
A related problem is bycatch, when non-target
species such as dolphins and turtles are trapped and
killed in the nets. Trawlers drag large nets along the
seabed, catching indiscriminately and damaging coral
reefs. An estimated 300,000 small whales, dolphins
and porpoises die in fishing nets each year, while
hundreds of thousands of endangered Loggerhead and
Leatherback turtles drown annually on fishing lines set
for tuna and swordfish.
The WWF is working with fisheries to develop
more efficient methods, including circular hooks
that are far less likely to be swallowed by turtles than
traditional hooks. Circular hooks have been introduced
in some fisheries, and the WWF believes that if the
use of these becomes common practice, turtle deaths
may be slashed by 90% without affecting catches of
swordfish and tuna.

Our African Oceans
South Africa’s coastline is home to one of the
world’s most diverse marine systems with more than
11,000 marine species, of which 31% are not found
anywhere else.
The South African branch of the WWF says
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that our fish stocks remain in relatively good shape,
although high-value stocks such as abalone have
been decimated. The WWF is lobbying to promote
sustainable fishing as well as for the creation of more
Marine Protected Areas.
This April, the Prince Edward Islands
(2,000 km south of South Africa) were declared an
MPA. The islands are home to albatross, penguins,
killer whales and Patagonian toothfish that are
threatened by illegal and unsustainable fishing. Dr
Morné du Plessis, CEO of the WWF-SA, described
it as a historic day for marine conservation,
demonstrating South Africa’s new commitment to
securing our marine biodiversity.
The Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries has also made a commitment to rebuilding
rock lobster stock on the west coast. The lobster
population has declined dramatically through
overfishing, down to only 3% of its pre-exploitation size.
One area where South Africa leads the way is turtle
conservation, with a turtle monitoring programme
founded by conservationist George Hughes marking
its 50th anniversary this year. In its first year the team
monitored only a handful of Leatherbacks nesting on
the coast near Bhanga Nek in KwaZulu-Natal. Now
about 60 Leatherbacks and 3,000 Loggerhead nests
are monitored each season. Their population recovery
is largely thanks to the now regular patrols that prevent
nests being pillaged for eggs or turtles killed for meat.
Nighttime tours to view nesting or hatching turtles
have become a popular tourist attraction, and a great
incentive to the local population to protect the turtles.

How to Help
Join the World Wildlife Fund
(www.worldwildlife.org) or get actively involved with the
South Africa branch (www.wwf.org.za).
Adopt a Sea Turtle. Turtles have existed for
100 million years, but are critically endangered by
habitat destruction, dying in fishing nets, hunting, egg
collection and pollution. Adopt a turtle through the
WWF, or make a donation to help conservation.
Support sustainable fishing. Many restaurants and
fishmongers now mark their fish as sustainable by
showing the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) mark
of approval.
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Just One Bag
MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE

TEX T: LUCILLE DAVIE /M E DIACL U BSOU T H AFRICA.COM
I MA G E S © LYNN VAN DE R WALT

He might be only 12 years old, but young Jordan van der Walt has already
picked up several awards for his philanthropy – an initiative that has fed a
million hungry tummies in two years.
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When Jordan van der Walt, a pupil at
St John's Preparatory College in Houghton,
Johannesburg, started a school feeding
campaign called Just One Bag in March 2011,
no one could have foreseen that this young
man’s idea would turn into 100 tons of South
African food staple, mealie meal, delivered to
schools all over the country.
It all started after calls for the annual
Easter egg collection to be made at Jordan’s
school – the donations would be delivered
to underprivileged schools. But Jordan had a
better idea – based on a documentary he'd seen
stating that three million children in South
Africa go to school hungry each day, he felt that
Easter eggs would not make a difference to
those children and suggested to his principal,
Patrick Lees, that instead of Easter eggs,
perhaps each boy could bring a bag of
mealie meal.
Lees did not hesitate. Posters went up
around the school, reminders were written
in diaries, and bulk text messages were sent
out. In just a few weeks five tons of meal were
collected.
Soon after, Lees challenged other schools
in Johannesburg to join the campaign. "The
response was overwhelming," he said on Cape
Talk radio.
By the end of 2011, 50 schools involving
30,000 children had committed to Just One
Bag, 30 of them in Johannesburg.
It was not long before several large food
retailers also became involved, delivering
truckloads of mealie meal to the school.
Soon truck companies came to the party and
distributed the food to schools for free.
"Jordan has the biggest heart and he really
cares for everyone. I am so proud of him and
we are very honoured to have Jordan at
St John's," said Lees.
In 2012 the youngster received the Inyathelo
Award for Children in Philanthropy, given by
the South African Institute for Advancement, a
non-profit trust promoting philanthropy. He said
when accepting the award: "My project came
about because of a feeling that I had in my
heart, and when it comes to giving or helping,
I believe that feeling is important – it has to
come from within. We can think and devise all
sorts of nice things to do for people, but if they
don't come from the heart, I feel that they
are meaningless."
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Jordan's mother Lynn says he just wanted to
show that children can make a difference. "He
doesn't understand the big fuss when you are
helping children or people with food. How can
we award people for giving?"
She says Jordan has always been a generous
child, giving to those less fortunate at every
opportunity. "He is just a very loving, giving
person. We are proud of him."
Television and radio appearances

"Giving is supposed to be part of life
and we should all give"
followed, and in December 2012 Jordan was
named LeadSA's Hero of the Month. LeadSA
is an initiative that encourages South
Africans to "make a difference, do the right
thing, stand up."
"It's taught me that giving is supposed to be
part of life and that we should all give and that
no matter how big or small your idea is, always
go and talk to an adult or your headmaster and
tell them about your idea," Jordan told Talk
Radio 702's John Robbie in an interview, just
after receiving his Lead SA award.
In December 2012 he was invited to talk
to the University of Free State's medical
graduates by its distinguished vice-chancellor
Prof Jonathan Jansen. He nervously stood
in front of 3,000 students and said: "And so
my challenge to you wonderful and talented
graduates is to go out into South Africa and
serve. Do it from the heart because you have
a feeling inside you that makes you want to
serve. Don't do it for me, don't do it for anyone
else, do it for yourself because your heart tells
you to."
He told them not to think that because they
were now doctors, their role was to "become
rich, drive fancy cars and live in big houses".
Instead they should be thinking differently
about being a doctor. "The only way that you
are going to enjoy it and live a fulfilling life is if
you want to take on the profession for the right
reasons and you do it with your heart."
Jordan says modestly when asked about the
response to his drive: "I wasn't expecting so
many people to help with the project. Thank
you for helping me."
Asked about being famous, Jordan says: "I
don't feel it should be about me and being
famous. All I want to do is to help children.”
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Music in the Fight
Against Poaching
TEX T & IMAGE S© J OHA N N A H E LL BE RG

Lovers of light classical music are treated annually to a musical event
which has reached cult status with its loyal following. The venue is the
centrally located Letaba Camp in South Africa’s famous Kruger National
Park, but it’s a venue with a difference in that the bush is the setting for a
unique series of three concerts.
34
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Imagine a recital while the sun is setting and
hippos join in with their raucous grunting (while
armed rangers guard the perimeters). Occasionally,
Fish eagles also shout their appreciation.
The programme includes specially selected
and diverse music that relates to the environment.
Particular favourites include, for instance, Vivaldi’s
Goldfinch Flute Concerto, Greensleeves and
Puccini’s famous Nessun Dorma.
Even popular tunes are given a classical twist
with Chocolate, Hey Jude and the Can-Can by
Offenbach wowing the appreciative audience.
Linking up with the spirit of the event, Baby
Elephant Walk and The Lion Sleeps Tonight
remain favourites.
It is heartening to note that a major motor

vehicle manufacturer which celebrates its 93rd
anniversary this year, Mazda Motor Corporation,
has embraced the plight of South Africa’s
threatened rhino population.
This year, the Mazda Wildlife Fund also
celebrates its 23rd anniversary, following its launch
in April 1990.
During this time, the company has raised over
R26 million, and has pledged a further R1.5 million
per annum towards education, conservation and
research. In addition, the rugged Mazda BT-50
is the vehicle of choice for specialised units such
as the anti-poaching teams whose job it is to
prevent highly mobile poachers from reaching their
intended prey.
The Mazda Wildlife Fund currently supports 29
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non-government and non-profit projects with 30 vehicles. These
vehicles are regarded as vital in what has been described as a
low-intensity poaching “war”.
It is feared that poaching will have destroyed some 450
animals before the end of this year, for the simple reason that a
poacher is paid between R10,000 and R15,000 per rhino horn. In
the East – primarily China and Vietnam – the price of rhino horn
is estimated at between R402,000 and R800,000 per kilogram.
Tragically, rhino calves are also victims of this evil trade
when their mothers are killed, since they are unable to fend for
themselves and are likely to fall prey to predators.
Top musicians such as Peta-Ann Richardson-Holdcroft (cello),
Malané Hofmeyr-Burger (flute), Irene Tsoniff (violin), Marjan
Vonk-Stirling (viola), Rosemarie Kane (harp) and Ivo Ivanoff
(violin) are at the heart of this special series of events.
Letaba Camp features riverine vegetation and Mopane shrub, with
the Letaba River a prominent feature for visitors who enjoy the vast
vista from the comfort of the restaurant’s stoep. Wildlife includes
elephant, eland, lion and leopard, as well as the unique 3,000 strong
buffalo herd frequenting the Mooiplaas picnic site some 45 km north
of Letaba. This provides concert guests with the best of both worlds:
game viewing by day, followed by three concerts of 1½ hours’ duration
each. Little wonder, then, that Concerts in the Park enjoys such
huge popularity.
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Water World
GETTING WET IN TSITSIKAMMA
TEXT: KE RI HARVE Y
I M AGE S: © J OE P ST E VE N S/SAN PARKS & KE RI H ARVE Y

In Khoisan it means “the place of many waters”, which is exactly what
you will find in Tsitsikamma on the Garden Route. Rolling Indian Ocean
waves on rocky shores, Coca-Cola coloured rivers and tumbling
waterfalls surrounded by Eden-like coastal forests and fynbos, while
otters, dolphins and whales frolic in the sea.
Tsitsikamma on the Cape South Coast is a
little slice of paradise that seems closer to heaven
than to earth. The heart of the area, and the
reason for its popularity, is the Tsitsikamma
section of the Garden Route National Park. When
Tsitsikamma National Park was proclaimed back
in 1964, it was the first marine park in the whole
of Africa. Its purpose was (and remains) to protect
the area’s magnificent coastal forest vegetation
and adjoining marine environment.
In Tsitsikamma there is water everywhere,
both fresh and salty. The park runs for 75 km
along the coast, from Groot River to Nature’s
Valley, and includes seven rivers. Of these, some
are well known, such as the mighty Bloukrans and
Storms rivers. It is a long, narrow park, reaching
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just 1,5 km inland and about 5 km out to sea, and
protects all that lives within its boundaries.
Tsitsikamma is Cape Clawless otter country,
as well as home to the rare blue duiker and the
colourful Knysna Turacos (Louries), all of which have
trails named after them. The park has 12 trails in
all, from gentle ambles to muscle wrenching hikes.
By far the best known is the Otter Trail, which runs
from Storms River to Nature’s Valley. Through ferns
and forests and hugging the rugged and dramatically
beautiful coastline, the trail traverses 42 km over
five days and four nights, with a river crossing on
the last day. The first 3 km of the Otter Trail is called
the Waterfall Trail. Before turning around for home,
hikers can cool off in the foamy waters below a 50 m
high waterfall on the edge of the forest.
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Take a Hike
An easier hiking option is the guided, fully
catered and portered Dolphin Trail, where you
walk with just a daypack and sleep in luxury
accommodation en route. The Dolphin Trail is
east of Storms River, and along the way hikers will
see fynbos, dairy farms, the area’s iconic fernery
and majestic sea views. Luggage is delivered
to the overnight accommodation ahead of your
arrival each day, which takes the pain out of hiking
and leaves only the pleasure.
Along the Tsitsikamma coast, the indigenous
forests are thick and verdant, almost primeval.
You would not be surprised to see trolls or hobbits
scurrying about in the undergrowth. Other forest
dwellers you may see are curious monkeys or
genets darting across the path at dusk, and do
look out for the emerald feather flash of the
Knysna Turaco. If you manage to see a blue duiker,
you have looked ‘rare’ in the face.

Underwater Adventures
Off shore the diversity continues. Hundreds of
fish dart between anemones and glide over the
colour washed rocks of the reef, while whales
and dolphins frolic in the deeper waters. The
Southern Right whales arrive in May to court and
mate in a wild splashing act. After calving they
head home to Antarctica in November. In their
absence the Humpbacks fill in the entertainment
slot, breaching and blowing for visitors at the park.
Dolphins are part of the marine furniture around
here and surf the mountainous waves in droves.
True to its essence as a marine park,
Tsitsikamma also has a unique underwater trail.
Again, it is a first for South Africa. The trail is
for snorkellers and scuba divers who follow a
beaconed underwater route and partake in marine
“game viewing” of soft sea anemones, spiky
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urchins, delicate tube worms and
clouds of fish going about their
daily business.

River Recreation
Fresh water enthusiasts who
prefer to stay above water level
also have plenty of choice. There is
blackwater tubing (which is a bit like
whitewater rafting but it is solo and
on a tube) in the characteristic black
water of the rivers in the area. The
waters here are naturally stained
dark by tannins and resemble the
colour of Coca-Cola. The outfitters
give you wetsuits, helmets and all
the ropes and rigging you may need.
Then off you go, seawards down
the Storms River, negotiating many
a rapid and hair-raising moment
along the way.
While blackwater tubers head
downstream, pleasure cruisers
head up stream in an open cruise
boat that leaves the jetty at Storms
River mouth at regular intervals.
Idling along at slow speed, the trip
gives you a chance to soak up the spectacular
scenery of the river, which snakes its way between
sheer rock walls on either side. The walls here are
so steep that the river is fully lit only at noon. It is
an unusual and memorable experience, but then,
so is everything you can do in Tsitsikamma, the
“place of many waters” and many unique offerings.
For general information on the area, visit
www.tsitsikamma.info. For more on the national
park and boat cruise, visit www.sanparks.org.za;
and www.blackwatertubing.net for information on
Blackwater Tubing.
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Le Monde
Aquatique
SE MOUILLER DANS LE TSITSIKAMMA
T E XT E : KE RI H ARVE Y
PHOT OGRAPHIE : © J OE P ST E VE N S/SAN PARKS & KERI HARVEY

En Khoisan cela signifie « l’endroit où l’eau est abondante », ce qui est
exactement ce que vous découvrirez dans la région du Tsitiskamma
sur la Route des Jardins. Les vagues de l’océan Indien s’écrasent sur les
rivages rocheux, les rivières ont une eau couleur de Coca-Cola et les
cascades sont entourées de forêts paradisiaques et de fynbos alors
que les loutres, les dauphins et les baleines batifolent dans les vagues.
Le Tsitsikamma, qui se trouve sur le littoral sud
du Cap, est un petit morceau de paradis qui semble
plus proche du ciel que de la terre. Le cœur de la
région, et la raison de sa popularité, se trouve être la
section Tsitsikamma du Parc National de la Route
des Jardins. Quand le Parc National du Tsitsikama fût
déclaré en 1964, c’était le premier parc national
marin d’Afrique. Son but était (et reste encore) de
protéger la splendide végétation forestière côtière de
la région et le milieu marin adjacent.
Dans le Tsitsikiama on trouve de l’eau partout,
qu’elle soit salée ou fraîche. Le parc qui s’étend sur
75km de côte depuis Groot Rivier jusqu’à Nature’s
Valley est parcouru par sept rivières. Certaines de
ces rivières sont bien connues comme les superbes
rivières Bloukrans et Storms. C‘est un parc long et
étroit, ne s’étendant que sur 1,5km dans les terres et
5km dans l’océan, et où tout ce qui vit est protégé.
Le Tsitiskamma est le pays des loutres à joues
blanches du Cap, des rares céphalophes bleus (Blue
Duikers) et des louries (Turacos) colorés, chacun

ayant un sentier de randonnée qui porte son nom.
Il y a 12 sentiers de randonnée dans le parc, qui
vont de la promenade paisible au périple ardu. Celui
qui est de loin le plus renommé est l’Otter Trail qui
commence à Storms River et se termine à Nature’s
Valley. À travers fougères et forêts et longeant la côte
accidentée au panorama époustouflant, la randonnée
de 42km se fait sur cinq jours et quatre nuits, et
comprend une traversée de rivière le dernier jour.
Les trois premiers kilomètres de l’Otter Trail sont
appelés le Waterfall Trail. Avant de rentrer chez eux,
les randonneurs peuvent se rafraîchir dans des eaux
spumeuses aux pieds d’une cascade de 50 mètres qui
se trouve en lisière de forêt.

Allez faire un tour
Une option de randonnée plus facile est celle
du Dolphin Trail où tout est inclus, y compris un
guide et le transport des bagages. Il ne vous reste
qu’à porter un sac qui contient le nécessaire pour
la journée et à dormir dans un logement de luxe en
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chemin. Le Dolphin Trail se trouve à l’est de Storms
River et pendant la balade les randonneurs pourront
apprécier le fynbos, des exploitations laitières, les
fougères emblématiques de la région et des vues
spectaculaires sur la mer. Les bagages sont livrés
chaque jour au logement choisi pour la nuit avant
l’arrivée des randonneurs, ce qui permet de faire de
sa randonnée un plaisir et non une épreuve.
Le long de la côte du Tsitsikamma, les forêts sont
épaisses et verdoyantes, quasiment primitives. Nul ne
serait surpris de voir courir des trolls ou des hobbits
dans les fourrés. Vous pourriez aussi rencontrer
d’autres habitants des forêts tels les singes fouineurs
ou les genettes courant les chemins au coucher du
soleil, mais surtout guettez le Lourie de Knysna dont
on n'aperçoit le dessous des ailes vert émeraude que
brièvement. Si vous réussissez à voir un céphalophe
bleu alors vous aurez eu la chance de voir une rareté.

Aventures sous l’eau
La diversité s’étend au large des côtes. Des
centaines de poissons se faufilent rapidement entre
les anémones de mer et se déplacent parmi les
rochers colorés du récif alors que les baleines et les
dauphins s’ébattent dans les eaux plus profondes.
Les baleines franches australes arrivent en mai
pour trouver un partenaire et pour s’accoupler en
performant un spectacle sauvage éclaboussant. Après
avoir vêlé, elles retournent chez elles en Antarctique
au mois de novembre. Pendant leur absence les
baleines à bosse amusent la galerie en sautant hors
de l’eau et en soufflant pour le plaisir des visiteurs
du parc. Les dauphins font parties des meubles dans
cette région et ils viennent nombreux faire du surf sur
les vagues gigantesques.
Restant fidèle à son objectif en tant que parc
naturel marin, Tsitiskamma offre aussi des excursions
sous-marines incomparables. De nouveau, c’est
une première en Afrique du Sud. Ces sorties sont
accessibles aux plongeurs (avec masque et tuba
ou avec bouteilles) qui suivront un chemin balisé et
pourront admirer les fonds sous-marins recouverts
d’anémones de mer, d’oursins, de vers tubicoles
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délicats et où des nuées de poissons
vaquent à leurs occupations.

Divertissement sur
la rivière
Pour les amateurs d’eau douce
qui préfèrent rester en surface,
les choix sont nombreux. Vous
pouvez faire du tubing (un peu
comme rafting mais en solo sur
une grosse bouée) sur les eaux
noires caractéristiques des rivières
du coin. Les eaux des rivières sont
naturellement noires en raison
des tannins qui s’y trouvent et
ressemblent de ce fait au CocaCola. On vous fournira des tenues
de plongée, des casques et toutes
les cordes et attachements dont
vous pourriez avoir besoin. Après
ça, on se lance dans la Storms
River en direction de l’océan,
franchissant des rapides à vous
faire dresser les cheveux sur la tête.
Alors que ceux qui font du
tubing descendent la rivière, ceux
qui partent en croisière remontent
la rivière dans un bateau découvert qui part de
l’embarcadère à l’embouchure de la Storms River
à intervalle régulier. Se baladant à basse vitesse, la
sortie vous permettra de vous imprégner du paysage
spectaculaire le long de la rivière qui serpente entre
les escarpements à pic. Les parois sont si abruptes
que la rivière n’est en plein soleil qu’à midi. C’est une
expérience extraordinaire et mémorable, comme tout ce
que l’on peut faire dans le Tsitsikamma, “l’endroit où l’on
trouve plein d’eau” et où l’on vous propose l’inégalable.
Pour des informations d’ordre général sur la
région, visitez www.tsitsikamma.info. Pour plus
d’informations sur le parc national et les croisières,
visitez www.sanparks.org.za ; et visitez www.
blackwatertubing.net. pour des informations sur
Blackwater Tubing.
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FILLING THE GAP
BETWEEN GRADUATION
AND EMPLOYMENT
THE SA EXPRESS
GRADUATES
PROGRAMME
TEXT: LESLEY STONES
IMAGE © ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

There is a big difference
between leaving
university with a degree
and actually being skilled
enough to get a job.
That is the disheartening
reality facing countless
graduates, and one that
SA Express is doing its
best to cure.

The airline has just recruited its second batch of graduates
for work experience that will see some of them offered full-time
employment. Those the airline cannot offer permanent
employment to will at least have practical experience on their
CVs and be on the airline’s database when jobs open up in
the future.
Dinnah Machabane, the airline’s Human Capital Business
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Partner, is proud of how well the graduate intern scheme is
working. “We did it as a job creation initiative to give skills and
experience to people who have graduated but don’t have work,”
she says.
The first eight interns were all placed in positions where
they could build on the knowledge gained through their degree.
“If they had a BCom in accounting we put them into the

finance department to work with
mentors and be trained on the job,”
Machabane explains.
Others went into sales and
marketing, asset management,
supply chain or logistics. “We give
them a year to 18 months of training,
and if they are ready when a vacancy
becomes available we encourage
them to apply,” Machabane says.
“We are looking at employing four of
them now, maybe five.”
Twelve new graduates form
the second batch of interns, most
of whom are female, in order to
help SA Express achieve gender
equality in the male-dominated
airline industry.
Machabane is impressed with
their quality and enthusiasm.
“What I have found interesting
is that the graduates really know
what they want to study. They are
well prepared for their careers and
sometimes you find them running
projects on their own, so we will be

keeping most of them because they
have demonstrated their skills.”
Although there is no guarantee
of a job at the end, there is also no
obligation for the graduates to work
for SA Express. “We are not training
them to only be ready for us, we are
making them ready for the economy
of the country. One of our interns
went to the City of Johannesburg
because we make them more
employable,” Machabane says.
“What makes me excited is when
their line manager says: ‘I want this
person to get a job’. We don’t want
people to have to go home frustrated
and start looking for a job again,
so when they get absorbed into the
company I get so excited.”
SA Express advertises when
internships are available. Even if
you are not selected, it is worth
applying, because all suitable
graduates’ details are recorded on a
database for when a position
becomes available.
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BAY OF PLENTY
WALVIS BAY
TEXT & IMAGES © ADAM CRUISE

Namibia’s Walvis Bay has the distinction of being sandwiched between two
great oceans, one of sand and one of water. And because of this, offers
visitors a huge variety of very different attractions.

It is a great wonder that Walvis Bay even
exists. Just a cursory glance from above as the
plane banks into its final turn toward the airport
reveals a great sea of dunes rolling off into the
distance for mile upon mile. There is not a hint of
vegetation, and no water. That is, if you discount
the other sea, the real sea, the one we call the
Atlantic, an ocean that dominates the opposite
horizon in a great face-off with the mighty sand
dunes. But Walvis Bay does exist, incongruously
wedged like an arbiter between these two
disparate oceans.
It exists partially because it is one of only
two natural deepwater harbours along the entire
Namibian coastline, but mainly because, while
undetected from the air, the ocean – the watery
one – is fabulously abundant and varied. The cool
Benguela current that slides in from the depths of
the Antarctic is profusely rich in minerals which, in
turn, support great clouds of plankton, those plant
and animal microbes that make up the base of a
bounteous ecosystem of marine creatures, from
little anchovies to the great mammalian leviathans
that Walvis Bay takes its name from.
Thanks to the quantity of sea life, the birdlife
is also plentiful. Portly pelicans, colonies of
blue-eyed Cape gannets that dive like rockets
into unsuspecting shoals below the surface,
flamingos enjoying the salt flats of the great
lagoon, and penguins and cormorants on the

bay’s numerous islands once supplied precious
guano to prospectors of old, and still do. Then
there are seagulls, terns, majestic albatrosses,
and hundreds more that call Walvis Bay home.
Indeed, discounting the bay’s huge Cape Fur seal
population, the animals outnumber the humans
thousands – perhaps even hundreds of thousands
– to one. This is an amazing statistic, given that the
other ocean – the sandy one – is one of the world’s
most inhospitable and barren of landscapes.
The cool Atlantic keeps the temperature on the
coast pleasantly stable, which makes Walvis Bay’s
climate equally rare. Deserts are renowned for
their extreme temperatures and the Namib is no
different, but only if you go 20 km or more inland
where the daytime mercury regularly reaches a
stifling 50˚C. Yet, at the coast the temperatures at
the height of summer average a balmy 24˚C and
drop to a mild 17˚C average during the coldest
month. This makes Walvis Bay one of the most
benign climates on earth.
It is little wonder then that Walvis Bay became
the first permanent settlement along Namibia’s
coast, and was intensely coveted by the various
European powers who jostled for its control while
showing virtually no interest in the rest of the
territory. The British formally occupied the bay in
1878 and ceded it to the Cape Colony. Thereafter it
remained a prized entity of the Cape, even after the
Germans belatedly occupied the rest of Namibia
Indwe
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in 1884. After the Great War it remained a
part of South Africa (the rest was occupied
as a Mandate) and only in 1994 was Namibia
finally able to claim this bay of plenty as
her own.
Today Walvis Bay is the tourist activity
centre of Namibia. It is well suited for the
outdoor lifestyle, boasting sports such as
sand boarding on the famous Dune 7 (one of
the highest in the country), as well as kiting,
kayaking, surfing, swimming, angling and
sailing. There are numerous boat trips on offer
to view the variety of bird colonies, or to watch
the water boil with seals, dolphins and whales.
And in celebration of the ocean that gives this
town life, a popular restaurant – aptly named
The Raft – juts out into the lagoon at the end
of a long jetty.
Walvis Bay is also the ideal springboard
to other famous Namibian sites. The most
spectacular of these is, of course, the desert,
which despite its inhospitable reputation is a
feast for the senses. A drive into the interior
feels otherworldly, yet strangely familiar
– perhaps because our earliest ancestors
somehow managed to eke out an existence
here. Evidence of their lives is etched and
painted everywhere on rocky outcrops and
beneath protective overhangs.
As for the dunes, they change from sandy
white to deep ochre as one travels further
from the sea that bleaches them. The reddest
and proudest of them all is at the end of an
ephemeral river called Soussusvlei. The
dunes literally swallow the river up and are so
striking and spectacular that one has to catch
one’s breath – a procedure that is guaranteed

to be repeated if you make the effort of
labouring to the top of one. The reward is
worth it, though, because the views across this
sandy ocean with its giant, rolling swells of
sand is the kind of stuff only the imagination
can dream up.
Walvis Bay is cool – in both the literal and
descriptive senses of the word – and it
extraordinarily divides a barren world of sand
from a bounteous world of water. That
peculiarity alone makes it well worth a visit.
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Practising
Safe
Seafood
SOUTH AFRICAN CHEFS CHAMPION
SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD
T E XT: CADINE PIL L AY/MEDIACL UBSOUTHAF RICA.COM
IM AG ES © SASSI

The Southern African Sustainable Seafood
Initiative (SASSI) has launched the
SASSI Seafood Circle, which recognises
restaurants and chefs that are actively
championing sustainable seafood practices
in their restaurants.
In recent years, sustainable seafood practices have increasingly been in the
spotlight, with the dining public largely becoming more aware of the
seriousness of depleting seafood stocks along the Southern African coastline.
The SASSI Seafood Circle initiative, sponsored by Pick n Pay, conducted an
evaluation of 70 restaurants across South Africa, looking at their various approaches
to implementing, supporting and promoting sustainable seafood practices.
Criteria on which the restaurants and chefs were assessed were
the restaurants' seafood sustainability policy; the effectiveness of the
communication of their seafood sustainability practices to their customers,
employees and suppliers; their level of engagement in communicating their
seafood sustainability practices to a wider audience (eg via social media, TV
appearances, etc.); and, the “trailblazer factor”, which are those chefs and
restaurants that are going the extra mile in promoting and supporting
seafood sustainability.
The 12 winning WWF-SASSI Trailblazers were from Cape Town, KwaZuluNatal and Johannesburg. Cape Town winners were Brad Ball from Bistro
1682; Vanessa Marx from Dear Me; Henry Vigar from La Mouette; Tanjia
Kruger from Majeka House; Bjorn Gudio from The Millhouse; Rudi Liebenberg
from The Mount Nelson; Chris Erasmus from Pierneef a la Motte; Bertus
Basson from Overture and Stefan Marais from Societi Bistro. KwaZulu-Natal
Trailblazers were Jackie Cameron from Hartford House and Kevin Joseph from
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Oyster Box; and from Johannesburg, Marthinus
Ferreira of DW Eleven-13.
Many people may not be as educated as they
should be when it comes to choosing which
seafood to cook or order, and the unsustainable
harvest of the world’s oceans has led to the
depletion and, in some cases, the collapse of
many of the world’s major fish stocks.
In 2004, the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) established SASSI to inform and educate all
participants in the seafood trade, from wholesalers
to restaurateurs through to seafood lovers, about
sustainable seafood. By using a “traffic light” system,
the colour-coded SASSI list categorises selected
South African and imported seafood species
according to their conservation status.
Green-listed fish is the group from which
consumers are encouraged to choose, as it contains
the most sustainable choices from the healthiest
and most well-managed populations. These species
can handle current fishing pressure.
Orange-listed fish includes species that have
associated reasons for concern, either because
the species is depleted as a result of overfishing
and cannot sustain current fishing pressure, the
fishery that catches them may cause particularly
severe environmental damage or the lifestyle of the
species makes it vulnerable to high fishing pressure.
Consumers are encouraged to think twice and
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consider the implications of these choices.
The red-listed fish group includes both
unsustainable species, which are from collapsed
populations or have extreme environmental
concerns or lack appropriate management, and
species that are illegal to buy or sell in South
Africa. These species should never be bought by
consumers, and fish highlighted in bold in this
category are illegal to sell in South Africa.
A more detailed list is available for download
on the SASSI website.
Bronwen Rohland, Director of Marketing and
Sustainability at Pick n Pay, said while it may be
the responsibility of the government to regulate and
monitor fishing activities, it is also the duty of every
seafood restaurant, retailer and consumer to support
sustainable and responsible fishing practices.
“In line with Pick n Pay’s commitment to only
stock sustainably sourced seafood by the end
of 2015, this is an exciting step in recognising
restaurants that are also encouraging, supporting
and implementing sustainable seafood practices,”
Rohland said. “We believe that the SASSI
Seafood Circle will help to both raise awareness
and guide more consumers to make sustainable
seafood choices.”
Pick n Pay has also joined forces with SASSI
to create a sustainable seafood cook book that
can be downloaded for free on the website.

First Page: The winning
Cape Town-based WWFSASSI Trailblazers.
(Back row, left to right)
Brad Ball, Bjorn Gudio,
Stefan Marais and
Henry Vigar. (Front
row, left to right) Tanjia
Kruger, Rudi Liebenberg
and Vanessa Marx
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Moving on Up
FOTON TRUCKS

TEXT & IMAGES © F OTON TRUCKS

Foton has recently announced a joint venture with Daimler, which is expected to
see the pair making huge inroads into the commercial vehicle sector worldwide.

Foton, located in Beijing, China, is seen as a
major commercial vehicle manufacturer with
world-class production and sales facilities.
Established in 1996, they have achieved the leading
position in light-, medium- and heavy-duty trucks in
just over ten years. In 2011, Foton sold more than
100,000 medium and heavy-duty trucks, making it a
key player in China’s truck market.
Foton’s strategy of continuous expansion
recently took a major step forward with the
signing of a joint venture with Daimler, which will
help both parties to cope with new challenges in
an ever-changing global automotive industry.
Daimler has become an icon of global
automotive industry development, especially in the
field of commercial vehicles, and has remained
the leader in the global high-end medium- and
heavy-duty truck market. Foton, on the other hand,
is a fast-growing manufacturer of a full series of
commercial vehicles that has developed into Asia’s
largest commercial vehicle manufacturer.
Under the new joint venture, Foton and
Daimler will manufacture Auman medium- and
heavy-duty trucks and Daimler-licensed 490hp
Euro 5 Mercedes-Benz OM457 heavy-duty
engines. This will fully integrate the advantage
that Foton has in domestic and Asian markets
with the lead that Daimler has in research and
development, as well as quality control.
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This new development at Foton will no doubt
help the company to extend its footprint into
Africa, where it has already established a base
with the appointment of Foton Trucks SA as
its local distributor. Foton Trucks SA has been
operational since June 2011 and has already
expanded its activities with the introduction of
various new models and the establishment of a
dealer and service network.
To date, the local range has consisted of four
models in the three- to eight-payload capacity.
However, Foton Trucks SA will be expanding their
range this year to include a 6×4 tipper and a
6×4 long-wheelbase 14-tonner with a 243 kW
engine to meet the needs of the courier business.
Ismail Asmal, CEO of Foton Trucks SA, said
that they realised that the initial stages would be
tough for the company as this was a completely
new brand for the market. “So far we have made
a tremendous breakthrough into the market
with sales of 85 units in our first year. Both sales
and vehicle performance are up to expectations
as operating conditions are similar to those in
China and, in some instances, a lot worse.” Asmal
pointed out that they were already established
in Zimbabwe and that they were looking at an
expansion into Mozambique as they already had
vehicles in operation there.
Visit www.fotontrucks.co.za for more information.
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SOUTH AFRICA’S
CARBON TAX
CONUNDRUM
TEXT: ANDRÉ JANSE VAN VUUREN/FINWEEK
IMAGE © ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

National Treasury’s updated proposals for the introduction of a carbon tax has
left Government and business as polarised as ever on the issue, with the latter
questioning why South Africa needs to press ahead with such measures when the
rest of the world is lagging behind.
The revised policy paper on carbon taxes, released
in May after the original document was published in
2010, makes provision for the levying of R120 per ton
of CO2 emissions, of which at least 60% will
be exempted.
Most economic sectors will initially be able to
count on another 20% exemption threshold (see
table). This, Treasury explains, is a compromise to
allow carbon-intensive industries time to adapt their
technologies and efficiencies. Different sectors can
furthermore reduce their liability by between 5%
and 10% through carbon offsetting measures, while
agriculture and waste management will be completely
exempted from paying carbon tax until at least 2019.

Incorporating all of the different thresholds
and offset allowances, the effective range will vary
between R18 and R48 per ton of CO2 emissions,
subject to an increase of 10% per year from 2015,
when the policy is slated to take effect.
Significantly, though, the additional 20%
exemption is not applicable to electricity generation,
implying that the effects of carbon tax are likely to
trickle through the entire economy as Eskom passes
the increase on to consumers. An effective rate of R48
per CO2 ton on electricity equates to an additional
charge of around 2.4c per kilowatt hour.
In order to lighten the burden further, Treasury
says it will introduce some so-called “revenue
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PROPOSED EMISSIONS THRESHOLDS FOR SECTORS UNTIL 2019
Sector

Basic tax free
threshold

Allowance for
trade exposure

Allowance for
process emissions

Total

Maximum offset
percentage

Electricity

60%

-

-

60%

10%

Petroleum (coal to liquid)

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

3HWUROHXP¨RLOUH´QHU\

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Iron and steel

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Aluminium

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Cement

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Glass

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Chemicals

60%

10%

-

70%

10%

Pulp & paper

60%

10%

-

70%

10%

Agriculture & forestry

60%

-

40%

100%

0%

Waste

60%

-

40%

100%

0%

Fugitive emissions: coal

60%

10%

10%

80%

5%

Other

60%

10%

-

70%

10%

recycling” measures, where carbon taxes could
be offset by grants and tax relief in other areas to
encourage companies to implement carbon emission
reduction initiatives.
“Taxation in this case is not to raise revenue, it
really is to change behaviour,” says Ismail Momoniat,
National Treasury’s Deputy Director-General for Tax
and Financial Sector Policy. “The revenue is not the
issue, certainly not at this stage.”
Industry players, however, warn the proposed
measures are significantly broader and more farreaching in their scope than those adopted by South
Africa’s economic peers. This will undermine the
competitiveness of the local industrial sector.
Mike Rossouw, chairman of the Energy Intensive
Users Group, says the body disagrees with the notion
that tax measures are an effective way to combat
carbon emissions. He also says it is no use giving
companies time frames to adjust their technologies,
and that the country should rather be guided by what
happens in the rest of the world.
Business Unity South Africa (Busa) says it doubts
the effect of a carbon tax on the economy will be
largely neutral, as the extent to which the proposed
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revenue recycling measures will be successful
remains uncertain.
Busa Deputy CEO, Raymond Parsons, says the
taxes and proposed offset measures should become
part of the work of the new Davis Commission
of Enquiry into South Africa’s tax regime.“Busa
therefore believes that decisions around the carbon
tax in South Africa now need to be seen as part of a
bigger picture of tax reform in South Africa,” he says.
Kyle Mandy, the Head of National Tax Technical
at PricewaterhouseCoopers, says that if South Africa
introduces a carbon tax, it will be the first developing
country to do so at such a significant extent. “It will
also result in South Africa
placing a price on carbon
before many developed
countries,” he adds.
Interested parties have
until August to submit
comment on the carbon
tax policy paper.
Copy courtesy of
‘Finweek’. Call 0860 103
911 to subscribe.
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Playing Along
CAN A GOLF COURSE BE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY?
T E XT: HE NCO M E IN T J E S
IMAGE S © GARY PL AYE R COU N T RY CL U B, LOST CITY COUNTRY CL UB, PEARL VAL L EY GOL F ESTATE,
E BOT SE GOLF LIN KS, SE RE N GE T T I GOL F AN D W ILDL IF E ESTATE

Often seen as huge consumers of natural resources, golf courses are
constantly under par for using too much water to keep the fairways smooth
and the rough lush for players of the sport while forgetting about the
environment. However, some courses are trying to make a difference. These
are our top golf courses that are setting the standard for the rest.
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Gary Player
Country Club –
North West
Being one of the top ten golf
courses in the country will
always have people wondering
what Gary Player Country
Club does for the environment.
To preserve indigenous plant
species, an alien vegetation
removal programme is being
implemented in favour of
indigenous plants. This is
the root of many of the club's
environmental successes.

Lost City
Country Club –
North West
Situated in the dry
North West province,
management of this 18-hole
golf course embarked on a
programme to dramatically
increase the number of
indigenous plants and trees
at the club, reducing the
need for pesticides while
at the same time saving
significantly on unnecessary
water consumption.

Pearl Valley Golf Estate – Franschhoek, Western Cape
At Pearl Valley Golf Estate, major emphasis is placed on ecological activities in the food and beverage and residential areas.
Conserving its abundant flora and fauna, Pearl Valley’s horticultural department ensures that 80% of all residential and public gardens
are planted with indigenous species. Removal of invasive alien plants is a permanent programme at Pearl Valley, as these plants
represent one of the biggest threats to the country’s biodiversity and water security.
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Ebotse Golf Links – Benoni, Gauteng
Situated in the middle of a busy suburb in Gauteng, Ebotse Golf Links literally has
everyone keeping an eye on it. Using water sparingly is the main priority as run-off
water from the surrounding estate feeds back into the irrigation dam via a good
drainage system, ensuring that only run-off water and no potable water is used for the
golf course.

Serengeti Golf and Wildlife Estate –
Kempton Park, Gauteng
The Serengeti Golf Club is the first course in Gauteng to use cool season grasses
so that the course remains green throughout the year. The site allows the
opportunity for substantial tracts of land to be used for conservation purposes. This
includes 7 km of wetlands, which were rehabilitated from state-degraded farmland
to form functional wetland system. Serengeti received great recognition for the
ecological success of this project.

Bathroom inspirations

Design more for
less with builders
At Builders we stock a wide variety of baths, basins, toilets and bathroom
accessories, taps and tiles at afforable prices. Visit any of our stores nationwide and be inspired to create your unique look.

Visit us at www.builders.co.za
like

follow

share

check

BUIL2164_Indwe

FOR YOUR NEAREST STORE
CONTACT OUR CALL CENTRE
0860 BUILDERS/0860 284 533
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S.O.S!

ALL IN A DAY’S WORK FOR THE NSRI

TEXT: ANDRE W INGR AM
I MAGE S © NAT IONA L SE A RE SCU E IN ST IT U T E

In sea rescue terms Richards Bay is the last outpost. To the south the nearest NSRI
(National Sea Rescue Institute) station is Durban, 155 km away, and to the north is
the Mozambique border 266 km away. And so it is that the people who volunteer
for Sea Rescue duty so far north need to be well prepared, and self sufficient.
On Monday 22 April a call for help was
received from the 50 tonne, 25 m motor yacht Sea
Express II.
The Sea Express II had sailed from Pemba,
Mozambique, and was en route to Cape Town when
she lost all power. After ten hours of trying to get
her engines going, the delivery crew of three men
had no option but to call for help.
They were on board a dead ship caused, they
thought, by a lightning strike, in horrendous seas.
“The position we were given was 126 km from
Richards Bay and 36 km off Sodwana,” said
Coxswain Dorian Robertson.

The Sea Express II is a huge vessel, with a
width of 8 m and length of 25 m and dwarfs the
12 m rescue boat Spirit of Richards Bay.
Richards Bay station commander, Cornel Du
Toit, and coxswains Dorian Robertson and Mike
Patterson all agreed that “Spirit” would be able to
tow the vessel, and if not, the three men would have
to abandon ship.
Conditions were not good. The NSRI volunteers
knew that they would be going on a long rescue
mission in nasty seas. Careful preparations were
made, and by 13h00 the Sea Rescue team had
loaded enough extra fuel, food and water to sustain
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them for the round trip that last through the night.
“It was very very ugly,” said Dorian. “A force
eight gale was blowing. The swell was 8 m high
and foaming on top. The wind, gusting at 50 knots,
was whistling through the rigging.”
It took four hours to get the rescue boat to the
Sea Express II which was being blown north by
the wind – in the opposite direction to the current
that normally flows down the coast.
The Sea Express II crew had deployed four
220 litre drums as a sea anchor to slow them
down. This was the first challenge for the
NSRI crew.
Because of the 8 m width of the boat, they
needed to make a long, and strong, bridle. The best
rope for this job was tied to the drums, so it was not
an option to simply cut them free, and there was
no way, in those sea conditions, that the three man
crew would be able to pull the drums in.
With great care the rescue boat was manoeuvred

in and the drums cut free. Half a metre or more
of green water would wash over the deck, making
standing on the deck extremely hazardous. It took
about an hour-and-a-half to rig the towing bridle,
and once they were connected, slowly the slack was
taken up on the 220 m tow rope.
“We were towing straight into the 8 m swell.
The best speed we could muster was two or three
knots and we took the waves straight over our bow,”
said Dorian. “It was like towing a block of flats.”
During the course of the night the sea started
subsiding, but despite this the bridle parted and
it took the better part of 45 minutes to reconnect,
in which time the two boats had drifted back
two miles.
As conditions improved, the speed of the tow
was slowly pushed up to about 5 knots and by
sunrise the Spirit of Richards Bay crew were
exhausted. They had been at sea for 17 hours and
were finally making headway.
At 11h20 on Tuesday, 23 hours after the
operation started, the Spirit of Richards Bay pulled
Sea Express II into the safety of the Richards Bay
harbour. “It was a long and difficult tow, and
probably the biggest boat that Spirit had ever
towed, said Dorian. “We have towed many yachts,
but I don’t want to do that again in a hurry.”
The National Sea Rescue Institute is run by 940
highly skilled, unpaid volunteers who are on
standby day and night throughout the year. They
rely on donations to cover their annual running
cost of R27.5 million. There are 32 coastal and
WKUHHLQODQGUHVFXHEDVHVDµHHWRIUHVFXH
craft, 27 vehicles and access to a range of
helicopters. The NSRI education arm, called
WaterWise Academy, teaches children – and in
particular disadvantaged youth between the ages
of 9 and 14 – what to do in an emergency and to
initiate basic bystander CPR. To support the NSRI
visit

//WWW.NSRI.ORG.ZA

info@searescue.org.za.
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GL-ORIOUS BOTH
ON- AND OFF-ROAD
THE NEW MERCEDES-BENZ GL-CLASS
TEXT: BERNARD HELLBERG
IMAGES © MERCEDES-BENZ SOUTH AFRICA

In the large premium SUV segment there is no room for mediocrity. The cars
that compete here are by their very nature big, powerful and convincing, and
dominating this part of the market is key for the top luxury brands.
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What makes most premium SUVs so utterly
impressive? Is it the sheer size and luxury, or
perhaps the sense of power they exude? Whatever
the reason, top luxury carmakers Mercedes-Benz,
Lexus, Land Rover, Audi et al, each have
seven-seater SUVs in this segment that all offer
over-the-top luxury, safety and performance. The
question to ask is whether the 2013 GL-Class can
outgun the others at the top end of the market?
Mercedes-Benz is not shy to use its benchmark
luxury sedan as a measure of the GL-Class’
premium status, calling it the S-Class of off-road
vehicles. Fortunately, it is an easy and relevant
comparison to make, as the GL is a very imposing
vehicle indeed.
What makes it so is the car’s exceptionally
high levels of luxury, convenience and composure.
Whether it’s the everyday drive, a more spirited
highway cruise or a weekend jaunt off the beaten
track, the GL-Class handles different conditions
and altering road surfaces with predictable ease
and superior seven-seat comfort.
The high standards of comfort are a direct
result of having a very rigid body-shell, a wellbalanced drivetrain, improved chassis as well as
superb aero acoustic finishing and the intelligent
use of new-style insulation materials. At the
same time, the GL-Class retains its traditional
advantages of being extremely responsive with
outstanding off-road expertise.
Taking much of its off-road DNA from
Mercedes’ iconic G-Class SUV, the GL-Class
is well equipped for this purpose. Included as
standard on all models is 4MATIC permanent
four-wheel drive, a driving-off assistant, Downhill
Speed Regulation and a special program for
off-road driving. Add to that, the ON&OFFROAD
package brings six driving programs for varying
driving conditions to your fingertips.
From a hardware point of view, the
ON&OFFROAD package adds under-run
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protection for the engine, fibre-reinforced underfloor panelling, a two-stage power transmission
with reduction gears, a longitudinal differential
lock and extended AIRMATIC functions allowing
a maximum ground clearance of 306 mm and
wading depth of 600 mm.
As could be expected from Mercedes-Benz, the
GL-Class is loaded to the hilt with its numerous
assistant systems. In addition to the handling
control systems ESP, ASR, ABS and the dangeralert PRE-SAFE safety concept, the GL now also
comes standard with Collision Prevention Assist
and Attention Assist – which alerts the driver to
possible drowsiness. Load recognition or Steer
Control reduce the strain on the driver in critical
borderline driving situations while the innovative
new Crosswind Assist system supports the driver
with deliberate braking action during severe
crosswinds. In a vehicle of this size the ActivePark assistant also really comes in handy.
In addition to its comfortable ride, the GLClass’ interior is typically Mercedes-Benz as
it matches a range of optional materials with
well-considered ergonomic design and just the
right amount of detail. There is ample space for
stowage and that typically Mercedes feeling of
wellbeing abounds throughout the cabin.
Three models are currently available: the
GL 350 BlueTEC 4MATIC with V6 diesel
engine, the V8 petrol engine GL 500 4MATIC
BlueEFFICIENCY and the new GL 63 AMG
with the 5.5 litre AMG V8 Biturbo engine which
provides mind mending top performance of
410 kW and maximum torque of 760 Nm.
The entry price for the GL 350 BlueTEC
4MATIC is R966,246, with the GL 500 4MATIC
BlueEFFICIENCY starting at R1,106,859 and
the GL 63 AMG at R1,669,636. All MercedesBenz passenger cars, including the GL, offer a
six-year/100,000 km maintenance package which
can be upgraded.
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Keeping SA Express
Sustainable
T E XT: L ESL EY STONES
IM AGE S © ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

The airline industry is a major culprit in pumping out greenhouse gases, with
every flight burning up copious amounts of fuel. Yet that does not prevent
an airline from being environmentally aware and doing all it can to lessen its
impact. SA Express is no exception.
SA Express has adopted a slew
of smart ideas to reduce its
impact and increase
sustainability – which is good
news for its passengers and
the planet.
Indwe spoke to
Theophilus Makatshwa,
SA Expresses Acting
General Manager:
Risk and Compliance.
His job is to identify and
implement initiatives that drive
sustainability in three ways –
financially, socially
and environmentally.
The biggest challenge in terms
of financial sustainability is that so
many elements are beyond the airline’s
control, chief of which is the cost of fuel.
As SA Express is a “feeder airline” that
connects people from smaller airports to the
international hubs of Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban, it is also affected by the global
economic recession that has resulted in
major cutbacks in international travel.
Yet, achieving financial stability chould
be fairly straightforward, Makatshwa
says. “Last year we looked at
our cost base and established a
cost-containment committee to
drive cost savings across the
various business units,” he says.
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Targets were set for each division, but within strict
parameters so that there was no social impact. “Job
losses weren’t an option, and last year we were
able to save R129 million,” he says.
On the social side, SA Express concentrates
on the communities that its customers come
from. “We have various initiatives where our staff
collect resources, be it funds or stationery, and
take it out to donate to the communities. Often the
organisation matches whatever the staff comes
up with. We also support national initiatives like
the CANSA Shavathon and World Aids Day.
Our officer responsible for employee welfare
drives initiatives like Shavathon by sending out
messages encouraging people to participate.”
On the environmental front, an airline will
always struggle to be carbon neutral. “This is our
single biggest problem,” says Makatshwa. “Our
business involves burning aviation fuel and that
involves emissions. About 99.3% of our carbon
footprint is as a result of the fuel we burn. But we
are doing what we can to limit it.”
The airline has implemented several
measures that helped them to achieve a 7.5%
reduction in emissions last year. One such
measure was to modify its flight profiles on
designated routes which resulted in the airline
burning less fuel than would have been the
case. Where possible, when the aircraft is on
the ground, Ground Power Units are also used
instead of the aircraft’s fuel thirsty Auxiliary
Power Units. Technical investigations are
currently under way on the feasibility of single
engine taxiing, which organizations such as IATA

recommend on certain aircraft models.
The airline has also calculated the
unavoidable level of its carbon emissions, and
plans to offset 5% of this by buying carbon
credits. SA Express will pay for half the total and
hopes customers, including corporate frequent
fliers, will contribute the other half by voluntarily
paying a green levy on the price of their ticket.
One highly successful scheme is the recycling
of numerous waste products that SA Express
generates in its daily business, from paper in its
offices to cans and bottles from its onboard trolleys.
In Johannesburg it has contracted a small BEE
company, Butha Zonke, to collect and recycle these
items. SA Express does not pay for this service,
as Butha Zonke earns its money by selling the
recyclable material to companies such as Mondi.
In theory, Butha Zonke should pay
SA Express 50% of the revenue it generates
from the recycling. But in the spirit of social
responsibility and enterprise development,
SA Express gives that 50% right back. “We
donate our 50% back to Butha Zonke as a form of
enterprise development to help them grow their
business. It’s working very well for all of us, and
reducing the waste that would have otherwise
gone to the landfill,” Makatshwa explains.
He believes that there is still room for
improvement, so SA Express is seeking more
ways to reduce its carbon footprint, increase its
support for the community and keep itself
financially sustainable. That is a big job, but is
certainly one that, if carried out correctly, could
have an even bigger impact.
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MOTORING
NISSAN PATHFINDER SE
T E XT: BE RN ARD K H E L L BE RG
IMAGE S © N ISSAN SOU T H AF RICA

1LVVDQVHHPVWREHDLPLQJLWVODWHVW3DWK´QGHU6(PRGHOVVWUDLJKW
at the heart of the successful Toyota Fortuner range. But exactly
KRZGRWKHWZRVTXDUHXSDJDLQVWHDFKRWKHU"7KH3DWK´QGHULVDQ
excellent vehicle with superior road holding and driving comfort
WKDWHDVLO\PDWFKHVLWVULYDOLQWHUPVRIVSHFL´FDWLRQ7KHVPDOOHU
HQJLQHG3DWK´QGHUPDQXDO O LVSULFHGDW5PDNLQJ
LWVLJQL´FDQWO\PRUHDIIRUGDEOHWKDQWKH)RUWXQHUDW5
%RWKYHKLFOHVKDYHEHHQDURXQGIRUDZKLOH\HWWKH3DWK´QGHU
somehow seems more civilised. In automatic transmission guise,
WKH3DWK´QGHUDOVRKDVWKHHGJHZLWKDVXJJHVWHGUHWDLOSULFHRI
R470,900, while a similarly specced Fortuner will cost R476,700.
7KH 3DWK´QGHU KDV D VRSKLVWLFDWHG ´YHVSHHG DXWRPDWLF
transmission, while the Fortuner’s four-speed is beginning to
VKRZLWVDJH3DWK´QGHURZQHUVZLOODOVRDSSUHFLDWHWKHVXSHULRU
140 kW power of their 2.5 litre four cylinder engine, as compared
to the 120 kW produced by Toyota’s 3.0 litre power plant. Even the
WRUTXH´JXUHDZDUGJRHVWRWKH3DWK´QGHU1PFRPSDUHG
with 343 Nm for the Fortuner.

RENAULT CLIO 4
T E X T: NIC K Y FU R N ISS
I M A G E S © R EN AU LT SO U TH AF RICA

Generally, motoring journalists are a rather hard bunch to impress. They may love your car’s new gearbox, but then grumble about your lack of a spare
W\UH,WZDVWKHUHIRUHVXUSULVLQJWRVHHWKHQRGVRIDI´UPDWLRQDWWKHUHFHQWODXQFKRIWKH5HQDXOW&OLR7KHQHZ&OLRVVW\OLQJLVVXSHUE,WKDVDVSRUW\
FRXSpOLNHVLOKRXHWWH HQKDQFHGE\LQWHJUDWHGUHDUGRRUKDQGOHV DGLVWLQFWLYHUHDUSUR´OHDQGDQLQWHULRUFKDUDFWHULVHGE\WKHXVHRITXDOLW\PDWHULDOV
throughout. What comes as more of a surprise is just how highly specced this model is, offering cruise control, an onboard computer and hill start assist,
among others. The top two versions are also the only cars currently in the B-segment to offer satellite navigation as standard. On paper, a 66 kW engine
VRXQGVDQ\WKLQJEXW]LSS\EXWWKDQNVWRDFORVHFROODERUDWLRQZLWK5HQDXOWV)GLYLVLRQWKHQHZ&OLRERDVWV5HQDXOWV´UVWWXUERFKDUJHGWKUHHF\OLQGHU
petrol engine that offers performance equivalent to a normally aspirated 1.4-litre four cylinder engine. The smaller mill also means frugal fuel consumption
´JXUHV ONP $W5IRUWKHEDVHPRGHO$XWKHQWLTXHDQG5IRUWKHWRSRIWKHUDQJH7XUER'\QDPLTXHWKH&OLRLVSULFHGZHOO
below many of its B-segment rivals.
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GADGETS
Reflect Hydration
When you buy a Klean Kanteen you buy more than a bottle, you buy peace of mind. Every Klean Kanteen
is made from high quality, 18/8, food-grade stainless steel and is free of BPA and harmful substances.
With its large-mouth openings, rounded corners and threads that are easy to clean, the Klean Kanteen
5HµHFW GRHV QRW UHWDLQ µDYRXUV RU PDNH GULQNV WDVWH VWUDQJH DQG LV  UHF\FODEOH 7KH .OHDQ
.DQWHHQ 5HµHFW LV EHDXWLIXO LQ LWV VLPSOLFLW\ DQG GHOLEHUDWH LQ LWV GHVLJQ FRQWDLQV QR SDLQW RU SODVWLF
DQGXVHVMXVWWKUHHPDWHULDOVXQLWHGWRFUHDWHWKHXOWLPDWHH[SUHVVLRQRIFOHDQVW\OH7KHPO5HµHFW
is available for R198 from Algoa Bay Coffee Co in Brooklyn, Pretoria. Contact +27 12 460 1795 or visit

//WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ALGOABAYCOFFEECO

Ready, Set,
Action!
Eva Solo imparts exclusive
Danish design to everyday
objects

in

the

home.

Simplicity, distinct lines and
a high degree of functionality
characterise all Eva Solo products.
With the gas bottle concealed in the grill,
the clean lines and simple design of this ecofriendly braai will look great in any home. The
three burners each have several zones, which can be regulated individually, making it easy
to grill all sorts of food. Also check out the extensive range of braai tools and accessories to
match the Eva Solo Gas Grill. Eva Solo products are available from //WWW.YUPPIECHEF.CO.ZA.

Crank it Up
The Bush Baby LED combined lantern and torch is the ultimate tool
for camping holidays, winter blackouts or for storing in the car. Its
internal battery can be charged by cranking its handle, which can
then be neatly locked away after charging. The Bush Baby can
be used as a camping lantern or a super bright torch, and
has both a high and a low level LED light setting to
produce bright task lighting, as well as dimmer
ambient light. The Bush Baby combined
lantern and torch is available at The
Lighting Warehouse for R139.95. Visit

//WWW.LIGHTINGWAREHOUSE.CO.ZA
for more information.
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BOOKS
Mandela: In Celebration of a Great Life
BY CHARLENE SMITH
The measure of a good politician is not their words, but what they do to improve
WKHOLYHVRIWKHLUSHRSOH1HOVRQ0DQGHODVDFUL´FHGFDUHHUIDPLO\DQGIUHHGRPWR
pursue an extravagant ideal: a non-racist, non-sexist future for a nation apparently
determined to remain divided. At his release, after almost three decades in
jail, he could have pursued narrow interests, but instead he publicly embraced
reconciliation and social justice, and in so doing his greatness was revealed. In this
new book, award-winning writer Charlene Smith traces the life of a great statesman
and tells how Nelson Mandela repaired the torn heart of a wounded nation.

Just about Everything a Manager Needs to Know in
South Africa
BY NEIL FLANAGAN & JARVIS FINGER
This book distils just about everything relating to successful management practice
into practical and immediately accessible “how to’s”, providing answers to all your
management questions in straightforward language with the minimum of fuss. Over
200 topics appear as double-page spreads, each cross-referenced and presented as
a step-by-step solution to management issues.

The Andalucian Friend
BY ALEXANDER SÖDERBERG
Living a quiet life in the suburbs, Sophie Brinkmann is captivated by the handsome
and sophisticated Hector Guzman. She has no idea that beneath Hector’s charm lies
something far more dangerous. Hector is the head of an international crime syndicate.
He is used to getting what he wants, and what he wants now is the total annihilation of
his rivals. The Andalucian FriendLVWKH´UVWERRNLQDPDMRUQHZWULORJ\WKDWSURPLVHV
to set bestseller lists alight across the world.
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Airline information
SA Express fleet
Canadair Regional Jet 200 BER
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
474 knots/545mph/879kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-3B1
Range: 1,662miles/3,080km
Maximum altitude: 41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 50

Crew: Two pilots, two cabin crew
Wing span: 69ft 7in/21.21m
Overall length: 87ft 10in/26.77m
Overall height: 20ft 5in/6.22m
.BYJNVNUBLFPíXFJHIU
51,000lb/23,134kg
Minimum runway length:
6,295ft/1,919m

De Havilland Dash 8 Series Q400 Turboprop
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
360knots/414mph/667kmph
Engines: Two Pratt & Whitney
Canada PW150A
Range: 1,565 miles/2,519km
Maximum altitude:
25,000ft/7,620m
Seating capacity: 74
Crew: Two pilots, two cabin crew

Wing span: 93ft 3in/28.42m
Overall length: 107ft
9in/32.83m
Overall height: 27ft
5in/8.34m
.BYJNVNUBLFPíXFJHIU
64,500lb/29,257kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

Canadair Regional Jet 700
Manufacturer: Bombardier
Maximum cruising speed:
473 knots/544mph/875kmph
Engines: Two General
Electric CF34-8C5B
Range: 1,477m/2,794km
Maximum altitude: 41,000ft/12,496m
Seating capacity: 70

Crew: Crew: Two pilots, two cabin
crew
Wing span: 76ft 3in/23.2m
Overall length: 106ft 8in/32.51m
Overall height: 24ft 10in/7.57m
.BYJNVNUBLFPíXFJHIU
72,750lb/32,999kg
Minimum runway length:
4,580ft/1,396m

SA Express’ aircraft are made by Bombardier Aerospace
Indwe
Indwe
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8FóZGPSZPV
About us SA Express is a fast-growing airline
business operating primary and secondary hubs
between domestic and regional destinations
within Southern Africa.
Our objective of improving intra-Africa travel is
in line with South Africa’s mandate to increase
aviation’s contribution towards sustainable
economic growth and job creation.
5IFóFYJCJMJUZBOESFMJBCJMJUZQSFTFOUFECZUIF
airline’s FACT principle (Frequency, Availability,
$PNQFUJUJWFSBUFBOE5JNJOHPGóJHIUT BíPSETCPUI
consumers and service providers a unique and
convenient service. The FACT principle is important
to us as it enhances the country’s prospect as a
preferred air travel destination and major trade and
tourism capital.
Our vision is supported by the airline’s
aspirations and strategy. Also underpinning
this vision is our set of core values and unique
TFMMJOHQSPQPTJUJPOTUIBUESJWFQSPñUBCJMJUZ

Vision To be a sustainable world-class regional
airline with an extensive footprint in Africa.

Purpose A sustainable, integrated regional
airline connecting secondary and main airports.

CORE VALUES
4BGFUZñSTUWe never compromise on
safety, no matter what.
Customers Our customers are our most
important investors.

Partners We partner with people across all
operations.

Speed & Quality We deliver with speed
without compromising on quality.
Improvement We strive for continuous
improvement.

Simplify We keep it simple.

8 4 8 4 Indwe
Indwe

SPECIAL SERVICES
Special meals Passengers with special
dietary requirements are provided for through
the following special meals: kosher, halal,
Muslim, Hindu, low-fat and vegetarian meals.
Orders for special meals should be placed at the
UJNFPGNBLJOHóJHIUSFTFSWBUJPOT5IFBJSMJOF
requires a minimum of 48 hours’ notice prior to
EFQBSUVSFJOPSEFSUPBTTJTUXJUIDPOñSNBUJPO
of requests.

Passengers requiring special
attention Requirements for unaccompanied
minors (passengers under the age of 12 years)
or passengers requiring wheelchairs should be
stated at the time of making the reservation.
Owing to the size of the cabins on our aircraft
types, the airline is not in a position to carry
stretcher passengers or incubators.

Cabin baggage SA Express will accept one
piece of cabin baggage not exceeding a total
dimension of 115cm and 7kg in weight. For
TBGFUZSFBTPOT DBCJOCBHHBHFNVTUñUJOUP
approved stowage spaces: either the overhead

We Fly For You SA Express Airways
prides itself on aiming to offer incomparable
service standards. In addition to building
on our motto to express excellence and
consistently striving to provide the best
service, we know that “you” is the most
important word in our airline. SA Express
proudly launched its new brand on 2
December 2009 at OR Tambo International
Airport. The new brand is set to ensure
that it’s distinctive and positioned to build
awareness and affinity in the domestic and
regional markets.
The new proposition “We Fly for You” is set to
position SA Express as a premier intra-regional
African brand. The main objective of the rebrand is to ensure that SA Express is distinctive
yet still aligned to the country’s mainline
carrier.
SA Express’s unique positioning as an airline
that provides a bespoke, personalised travel
experience was the rationale behind the
proposition “We Fly for You”. The new brand
mark is in line with the symbol and colours of
UIFOBUJPOBMóBH FODPVSBHJOHOBUJPOBMQSJEF
The new brand will be applied to all brand
touch-points throughout the operation as
XFMMBTUIFTUBíVOJGPSN

luggage bin or under the seat. Owing to limited
storage space in the aircraft cabin, cabin
baggage may be placed in the Skycheck at the
aircraft for hold stowage.

Skycheck This is the airline’s special handMVHHBHFGBDJMJUZUIBUBTTJTUTXJUIJOóJHIU
comfort, speedy boarding and disembarking.
8IFOCPBSEJOHPOFPGPVSóJHIUT TJNQMZ
place any hand luggage that will not be
SFRVJSFEEVSJOHUIFóJHIUPOUPUIF4LZDIFDL
cart at the boarding steps of the aircraft.
Your hand luggage will be waiting for you
as you disembark from the aircraft at your
destination.

Baggage liability Valuable items such as
cameras and accessories, computers – including
laptops and notebooks – mobile telephones,
perfumes, aftershaves, colognes, legal and
company documents and legal tender – including
cash, credit cards and cheques – bullion, leather
jackets, all types of jewellery and any other items
with a value in excess of R400 must be removed
from either checked-in or Skycheck baggage as
the airline is not liable for loss or damage to these
items.
7FSJñFECBHHBHFDMBJNTBSFTFUUMFEPOUIF
basis adopted by IATA (International Airlines
Transport Association): payment of US$20 per
1kg of checked-in luggage, to a maximum of
20kg ($400).
Awards
SA Express has won the AFRAA
Regional Airline of the Year Award at the
end of 2009, and the Allied and Aviation
Business Corporate Award. Our airline was
also the recipient of the Annual Airline
Reliability Award from Bombardier at the
end of 2007. Other previous awards include
the International Star Quality Award,
which indicates our commitment to service
excellence, while our prominence as one of the
top 500 best managed companies is proof of
our success as a business.
Onboard service The airline’s onboard
service is unique and offers passengers
a variety of meals or snacks. The airline
pioneered its unique meal-box concept,
and meal choices are frequently updated
and designed using balanced food criteria:
appearance, taste and nutritional value.
Passengers can also enjoy a wine and
malt service on specified flights as well as
refreshments on all flights.
Our customers can expect a safe, comfortable,
quality air-travel experience, with the added
CFOFñUTPGGSFRVFODZ SFMJBCJMJUZ POUJNF
departures and unmatched value for money.

Safety information
Health regulations Health
regulations at certain airports
require that the aircraft cabin be
sprayed. The spray is harmless,
but if you think it might affect
you, please cover your nose and
mouth with a handkerchief.

Remain seated As a safety
precaution, passengers are
requested to remain seated
with seatbelts fastened after
the aircraft has landed, until the
seatbelt sign has been switched
off by the captain.

Portable electronic
equipment The use of
personal electronic devices
(PED’s) will apply to all domestic
and regional flights on the

CRJ700/200 and DH8 Q400.
Passengers will be permitted to
use PED’s such as cell phones,
e-readers and electronic tablets
in flight-mode.

Cellular telephones Cellular
telephones may be used on the
ground while passenger doors
are open. Cellular telephones,
smartphones or any device with
flight mode must be switched
off as soon as the cabin doors
are closed and when the senior
cabin-crew member makes an
announcement on the publicaddress system.

Laptop computers Laptops
with CD ROM and DVD drive,
handheld calculators, electric

shavers and portable personal
listening devices may not be
used on the ground during taxi
but may be used during the
flight when the seatbelt signs are
switched off and with permission
from the captain. Should
circumstances dictate otherwise,
a public-address announcement
cancelling this concession will be
made by a crew member.

Prohibited equipment
Portable printers, laser pointers,
video equipment, CB/AM/FM/
FHF/satellite receivers, two-way
radios, compact disc and minidisc players, scanners, remotecontrolled toys and power
converters are prohibited for use
at any time.

Safety pamphlet Read the
safety pamphlet in the seat
pocket in front of you and take
note of your nearest emergency
exit.
Smoking In accordance with
international trends, smoking is
not permitted on board any SA
Express flights.

Seat belts Please fasten your
seat belt whenever the seat belt
signs are illuminated. For your
own safety we suggest that you
keep it fastened throughout the
flight.
Important
When in doubt, please consult
our cabin crew.

For your comfort
and security,
please comply with
the above safety
regulations at all
times while on board

Route map
SA Express:
Johannesburg
Bloemfontein
Cape Town
Durban
East London
Gaborone
George
Hoedspruit

Kimberley
Lubumbashi
Lusaka
Maputo
Port Elizabeth
Richards Bay
Walvis Bay
Windhoek

Indwe
Indwe
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FLIGHT SCHEDULE
JOHANNESBURGŬ#-0&.'0/5&*/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1001
1003
1003
1005
1011
1013
1013
1017
1021
1023

DEP
06:00
08:00
09:00
11:20
13:50
14:55
15:25
16:35
17:55
18:30

ARR
07:00
09:05
10:05
12:25
14:55
16:00
16:30
17:40
19:00
19:35

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
CR7
DH4
DH4

M

T

W

BLOEMFONTEINŬ+0)"//&4#63(

T

F

S

S

NO
1403
1403
1403
1405
1409

DEP
07:00
07:30
07:30
09:10
18:05

ARR
08:30
09:05
09:15
10:40
19:35

A/C
CR7
CR2
DH4
CR2
CR7

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

T

W

T

F

S

S

JOHANNESBURGŬ(&03(&
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1501
1503
1505
1521
1505
1509
1523

DEP
06:50
08:55
11:10
11:20
11:50
15:25
15:50

ARR
08:40
10:45
13:15
13:15
13:45
17:15
17:45

A/C
CR7
CR7
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR7
CR7

M

DEP
10:15
12:15

ARR
11:20
13:15

A/C
DH4
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

NO
1101
1103
1103
1105
1105
1107
1113

DEP
05:45
09:20
08:50
13:10
13:45
14:25
17:10

ARR
06:45
10:35
10:05
14:25
15:00
15:40
18:25

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

DEP
07:10
17:50

ARR
08:45
19:25

A/C
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

NO
1201
1201
1203
1207
1213
1655

DEP
06:10
08:30
08:30
13:15
16:45
16:55

ARR
07:25
09:45
09:45
14:30
18:00
18:10

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

JOHANNESBURGŬ8"-7*4#":

NO
1404
1404
1404
1406
1408
1410

DEP
09:15
09:40
09:50
11:10
15:30
20:25

ARR
10:45
11:15
11:30
12:40
17:00
21:55

A/C
CR7
CR2
DH4
CR2
CR2
CR7

NO
1502
1504
1522
1506
1506
1510
1524

DEP
09:10
11:25
13:40
13:45
14:15
17:50
18:10

ARR
10:50
13:05
15:30
15:45
16:05
19:30
20:00

A/C
CR7
CR2
CR2
DH4
CR7
CR7
CR2

NO
1226
1228

DEP
12:00
13:50

ARR
13:00
14:55

A/C
DH4
DH4

NO
1102
1104
1104
1106
1106
1108
1114

DEP
07:50
10:45
11:10
14:55
15:30
16:10
18:55

ARR
09:05
12:00
12:25
16:10
16:45
17:25
20:10

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

NO
1454
1458

DEP
09:20
20:00

ARR
10:55
21:35

A/C
CR2
CR2

NO
1202
1202
1202
1204
1208
1208

DEP
07:55
08:05
10:15
10:30
15:05
18:40

ARR
09:10
09:20
11:30
11:45
16:20
20:00

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

ARR
14:10

A/C
CR7

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

FLT
SA

NO
1702

DEP
14:45

ARR
16:55

A/C
CR7

SA

11:55

13:10

CR7

SA

1702

13:45

16:55

CR7

W

T

F

S

S

JOHANNESBURGŬ8*/%)0&,
DEP
06:10

ARR
08:15

A/C
CR2

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

FLT
SA

NO
1732

DEP
19:15

ARR
21:10

A/C
CR2

SA

06:15

07:15

CR2

SA

1732

18:15

21:10

CR2

W

T

F

S

S

SA EXPRESS
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, SUSPEND OR AMEND THIS PUBLISHED SCHEDULE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO OPERATE AS PER THE PLANNED SCHEDULE
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F
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S

M
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W
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F
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S

M
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W
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S

S

M

W

T

F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

T

F

S

S

W
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F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

T

M

T

M

T

W

M

T

M

T

8*/%)0&,Ŭ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT NO
SA 1731
1731

T

W

WALVIS BAYŬ+0)"//&4#63(

DEP
11:55

M

T

RICHARDS BAYŬ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT NO
SA 1701
1701

T

M

1035&-*;"#&5)Ŭ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

,*.#&3-&:Ŭ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURGŬ3*$)"3%4#":
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

ARR
07:25
08:25
10:40
11:40
14:00
16:30
17:35
18:00
19:20
20:40

HOEDSPRUITŬ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURGŬ1035&-*;"#&5)
FLT NO
SA 1453
SA 1457

DEP
06:20
07:20
09:35
10:35
12:55
15:25
16:30
16:55
18:15
19:40

GEORGEŬ+0)"//&4#63(

FLT
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURGŬ,*.#&3-&:
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

JOHANNESBURGŬ)0&%4136*5
FLT NO
SA 1225
SA 1227

NO
1024
1002
1004
1004
1006
1012
1014
1014
1018
1022

EAST LONDONŬ+0)"//&4#63(

JOHANNESBURGŬ&"45-0/%0/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

M

T

FLIGHT SCHEDULE
JOHANNESBURGŬ("#030/&
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1761
1763
1763
1765
1767
1775
1779
1781

DEP
06:10
07:30
07:55
09:55
11:55
15:05
18:10
18:10

ARR
07:10
08:20
08:50
10:50
12:45
15:55
19:10
19:10

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH4

M

T

GABORONEŬ+0)"//&4#63(
W

T

F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

DEP
09:05

ARR
11:25

A/C
CR7

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

NO
1081
1083
1081
1087
1089
1091

DEP
06:00
08:00
08:30
13:15
14:20
17:15

ARR
07:45
09:30
10:15
15:00
16:05
19:00

A/C
DH4
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

M

NO
1361
1363
1363
1363
1371
1371
1371
1375

DEP
06:00
08:00
08:00
09:30
13:30
13:30
13:30
17:20

ARR
07:55
09:40
09:55
11:10
15:10
15:25
15:25
19:00

A/C
DH4
CR2
DH4
CR2
CR2
CR2
DH4
CR2

CAPE TOWNŬ(&03(&
FLT NO
SA 1531

DEP
14:30

ARR
15:30

A/C
CR2

CAPE TOWNŬ)0&%4136*5
FLT NO
SA 1241

DEP
09:30

ARR
12:10

A/C
CR2

CAPE TOWNŬ,*.#&3-&:
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1151
1151
1157

DEP
05:50
11:30
12:50

ARR
07:25
13:05
14:30

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

CAPE TOWNŬ1035&-*;"#&5)
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1801
1805
1807
1809
1813
1813
1819
1821
1821
1823

DEP
06:00
09:00
10:10
10:45
13:00
13:45
15:00
16:00
16:00
18:30

ARR
07:30
10:30
11:40
12:15
14:30
14:55
16:30
17:10
17:30
20:00

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
CR2
DH4
DH4

M

ARR
08:35
09:40
10:20
12:20
14:05
17:10
20:40
20:40

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
CR2
CR2
DH4
DH4

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

FLT
SA

NO
1798

DEP
12:15

ARR
14:45

A/C
CR7

W

T

F

S

S

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1082
1084
1082
1088
1090
1092

DEP
08:15
10:30
10:45
15:40
16:35
19:40

ARR
10:15
12:15
12:45
17:40
18:35
21:40

A/C
DH4
CR2
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4

M

EAST LONDONŬ$"1&508/

CAPE TOWNŬ&"45-0/%0/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

DEP
07:40
08:50
09:25
11:25
13:10
16:20
19:40
19:40

BLOEMFONTEINŬ$"1&508/

CAPE TOWNŬ#-0&.'0/5&*/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1762
1762
1764
1766
1768
1776
1780
1782

LUBUMBASHIŬ+0)"//&4#63(

JOHANNESBURGŬ-6#6.#"4)*
FLT NO
SA 1797

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

T

FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1362
1364
1364
1364
1372
1372
1372
1376

DEP
08:25
10:25
10:45
12:15
16:00
16:20
16:00
20:05

ARR
10:25
12:25
12:25
13:55
18:00
18:00
18:00
21:45

A/C
DH4
DH4
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
DH4
CR2

GEORGEŬ$"1&508/
FLT
SA

NO
1530

DEP
12:15

ARR
13:15

A/C
CR2

HOEDSPRUITŬ$"1&508/
FLT
SA

NO
1242

DEP
12:45

ARR
15:20

A/C
CR2

,*.#&3-&:Ŭ$"1&508/
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1152
1152
1158

DEP
08:10
13:50
15:00

ARR
09:50
15:30
16:40

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

1035&-*;"#&5)Ŭ$"1&508/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1802
1806
1808
1810
1814
1814
1820
1822
1822
1824

DEP
08:00
11:00
12:10
12:45
15:00
15:25
17:00
18:00
18:00
20:30

ARR
09:40
12:40
13:50
14:25
16:40
16:45
18:40
19:20
19:40
22:10

A/C
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
DH4
CR2
DH4
DH4

M

T

SA EXPRESS
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, SUSPEND OR AMEND THIS PUBLISHED SCHEDULE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
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FLIGHT SCHEDULE
CAPE TOWNŬ8"-7*4#":
FLT NO
SA 1721
SA 1721

DEP
08:00
11:15

ARR
10:00
13:15

A/C
CR2
CR2

08:00
11:15

09:00
12:15

CR2
CR2

WALVIS BAYŬ$"1&508/

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

FLT
SA
SA

NO
1722
1722

DEP
10:30
14:00

ARR
12:30
16:00

A/C
CR2
CR2

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

SA
SA

SA
SA

1722
1722

09:30
13:00

12:30
16:00

CR2
CR2

1721
1721

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

CAPE TOWNŬ8*/%)0&,

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

8*/%)0&,Ŭ$"1&508/

FLT NO
SA 1751

DEP
16:30

ARR
18:35

A/C
CR2

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

7 APRIL  31 AUGUST DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME

FLT
SA

NO
1752

DEP
07:40

ARR
10:45

A/C
CR2

SA

16:30

17:35

CR2

SA

1752

08:40

10:45

CR2

1751

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

CAPE TOWNŬ."1650
FLT NO
SA 1785

DEP
07:45

ARR
10:10

A/C
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

DURBANŬ&"45-0/%0/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1301
1303
1305
1309

DEP
06:00
08:30
12:00
16:50

ARR
07:05
09:35
13:05
17:55

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

DURBANŬ1035&-*;"#&5)
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1330
1334
1336
1340
1348

DEP
06:00
09:15
11:55
13:35
17:40

ARR
07:20
10:35
13:15
14:55
19:00

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

DURBANŬ$"1&508/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1850
1852
1854
1858
1862

DEP
06:10
08:00
13:40
15:35
18:15

ARR
08:25
10:15
15:55
17:40
20:30

DURBANŬ-64","
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1601
1601
1601

DEP
07:00
09:20
10:10

ARR
09:50
12:10
13:00

DURBANŬ)"3"3&
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1611
1611
1611

DEP
06:25
10:00
14:00

ARR
08:50
12:25
16:25

MAPUTOŬ$"1&508/
FLT
SA

NO
1786

DEP
10:40

ARR
13:15

EAST LONDONŬ%63#"/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1302
1304
1306
1310

DEP
07:35
10:05
13:35
18:25

ARR
08:35
11:05
14:35
19:25

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

1035&-*;"#&5)Ŭ%63#"/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1331
1335
1337
1341
1349

DEP
07:50
11:05
13:40
15:35
19:55

ARR
09:05
12:20
14:55
16:50
21:10

A/C
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

CAPE TOWNŬ%63#"/
FLT
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

NO
1851
1853
1861
1855
1859

DEP
09:05
10:45
15:45
16:30
18:15

ARR
11:05
12:45
17:50
18:25
20:15

-64","Ŭ%63#"/
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1602
1602
1602

DEP
10:40
13:00
13:40

ARR
13:30
15:50
16:30

HARAREŬ%63#"/
FLT
SA
SA
SA

NO
1612
1612
1612

DEP
10:05
13:25
17:00

ARR
12:30
15:50
19:25

SA EXPRESS
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE, SUSPEND OR AMEND THIS PUBLISHED SCHEDULE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO OPERATE AS PER THE PLANNED SCHEDULE
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PASSENGER LETTERS
Dear SA Express,
r Care Agent)

Dear Clint (SA Express Custome

flights and while
I recently flew on one of your
enger who
pass
boarding in Port Elizabeth, the
call him “Mr
let’s
–
sat next to me in the last row
your flight
of
one
Grumpy” – started to shout at
on stowing
ted
insis
attendants, Kimber Jonke. He
d her
stoo
she
his baggage under his seat, but
as he
itted
perm
not
ground and said that this was
exit.
cy
rgen
was seated right next to an eme
ing her cool and
Well done to Kimber for keep

most
Thank you so very much for your
phone this morning.
professional assistance on the
someone who is so
It is such a pleasure dealing with
tly what they

helpful, polite and knows exac
are doing.

I look forward to hearing from

you.

Kind regards

Colleen Botha

remaining professional!
Sincerely

Dear Sir

Lee Palmer

tion the
I would like to bring to your atten
rd to a
rega
with
ived
outstanding service I rece
tein to
mfon
Bloe
from
e
recent flight booking I mad

Dear SA Express
Clint Harris
The service that I received from
g to the fact
owin
cially
was really appreciated, espe
were
there
that
pt
acce
that he was not willing to
went
He
ired.
requ
I
that
t
no seats left on the fligh
e sure
mad
and
do
to
ired
beyond what he was requ
r.
ome
that I was a satisfied cust
to have him on
SA Express should really be glad
that the
ring
ensu
to
d
board since he is committe
nced.
enha
and
d
ecte
brand of SA Express is prot

Cape Town.
during a difficult
Elna Hall went out of her way
my flight.
book
to
time in my life to help me
n for the
agai
you
k
I just want to say than
gave me.
she
ice
serv
outstanding and friendly
Kind regards

Mariaan Fourie

Thanks again.
Kind regards

Josephine Naicker

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING

TO SAY?

customercare@flyexpress.aero.
mind by sending an email to
Let us know what is on your
inal language.
ed or translated from their orig
Letters may be edited, shorten

G LETTER IN
THE WRITER OF THE WINNIN
WILL RECEIVE
THE JULY EDITION OF INDWE
T BY
OLA
A COPY OF THE BOOK CHOC
TTLE OF
BO
A
AS
LL
ERIC LANLARD, AS WE
BUBBLY.
LE
YA
RO
VÉE
CU
SIG
PREMIUM SIMON

lard, recently launched
Celebrity French chef, Eric Lan
onsig Estate located on
his latest book Chocolat at Sim
book will charm any
This
.
the outskirts of Stellenbosch
delicious desserts that
s
erou
num
s
tain
chocoholic and con
refreshing Cuvée Royale
pair perfectly with Simonsig’s
more about 'Chocolat'
Méthode Cap Classique. To read
more information on
For
.
o.za
visit www.penguinbooks.c
.za.
g.co
onsi
.sim
www
Simonsig Estate visit
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PA R TING SHO T

Africa's
talent revealed

This month we profile Bernard K Hellberg's photograph of a dassie
pair taken at Storms River Mouth in the Tsitsikamma National Park.
If you think you have what it takes, send your photos (1MB each),
details of where they were taken and your contact details to
nicky@tcbgroup.co.za with the word ‘ Indwe photo’ in the subject box.
We can’t wait to show them off!
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